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About This Game

Pixel Privateers is a Squad Based Tactical RPG “Loot ‘Em Up” that will send your team of mercenaries through a mysterious
wormhole on a quest to gather technology for your employer. In a twist of fate, your journey becomes a one-way ticket – with
an entire galaxy of worlds to explore, factions to encounter, and epic gear to collect. Will you make it back home, make your

mark in this new universe, or become another victim of the many dangers of the cosmos? Ultimately, how your story plays out is
up to you!

Focusing on a user-customizable experience and robust multiplayer within the framework of a deep and engaging space
exploration RPG, Pixel Privateers seeks to provide a truly accessible experience that will appeal to gamers of all types and skill

levels.

GAMEPLAY DETAILS

Huge Universe to Explore

Navigate your ship through the universe and land on any planet you choose! Take care, however, for many perils await – from
warring factions to bloodthirsty aliens and more!

True Tactical, Squad-Based Combat
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Control your squad individually in tactical mode - where you issue orders and have them carried out - or control your squad as one
- directing them all at once!

Accessible Gameplay

 An array of difficulty settings will allow you to enjoy the game in a more casual manner – or challenge yourself in Hardcore
Mode where death is quite permanent!

Storyline and Factions

 Learn the history of various factions and their place in the universe, and become part of the intrigue yourself. Where do your
loyalties lie? What part will you play? See how the story unfolds!

Deep Skill and Tech Trees

 Advance your knowledge and conquer: Gain awesome new skills, abilities, and technologies as you research alien artifacts. Train
and advance individual crew members by enhancing their stats and collecting better gear!

Interactive Ship

 Tired of all that adventuring? Spend some time building up and exploring your Ship! Maybe even hang out in your own on board
bar - complete with a band to entertain you!

Epic Loot!

 Plenty of awesome gear to make you a powerhouse is out there for the taking! Break down items you don’t need into Matter that
can be spent in a variety of ways to enhance your crew.

Post Launch Content

We plan to bring free content expansions to Pixel Privateers post-launch. Encompassing not only our ideas, but also suggestions
from the Community, we are looking forward to actively supporting Privateers for a long while to come.
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Title: Pixel Privateers
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Simulation
Developer:
Quadro Delta
Publisher:
Re-Logic
Release Date: 21 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: i5-3337U @1.8Ghz or above

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: Pixel Shader Capable Graphics Card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Broadband connection needed for online multiplayer

English
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Innovative cencept, the voice command works! But the actual RTS is dull & bland. 6/10. This game...is terrible. It shouldn't be,
though. Unfortunately, there seems like there wasn't enough testing done to fix bugs in the game.

THe premise is simple... put troops in predetermined positions to hold off the enemy. As you progress in waves, more complex
and powerfuld troops become available to buy.

From even the first level, you'll run into balance problems. The computer could throw out 4 healers at once. If that's the case,
you have zero chance to kill any of them, since they'll just heal eachother. You could literally let the game run for 10 minutes
and no progress would be made.

Your troops have no option for you to tell them to attack. They just walk around and attack whomever they like, which can also
cause problems.

I tried to give it a shot...and I have no clue how I got this game. Unfortunately, this one just isn't worth buying, no matter what
price point it's at.. Galaxy Squad is the type of game that I really enjoy.

Combat uses a tactical turn-based squad system reminiscent of the XCOM series.
Outside of combat you will be managing your ship and traveling between star nodes where you will enounter events which is
reminiscent of FTL.

The game is still in Early Access and thus new features are being added quite frequently and there is the occasional bug.
From my experience most bugs are fixed within a few minutes of being reported, depending on the developer's availability and
the severity of the bug.
The worst bug I have enountered so far was fixed and updated to Steam within 10 minutes of being reported.. I never liked golf
games and expected this game to be lame and dull. I was wrong. It was surprisingly fun with all the challanges and super
powered golf balls. If you want to buy a Worms game its most likely not the one you are looking for, but its a pretty fun game so
you can give it a shot.. Call of Suzerain doesn't work. You cast it and next turn no hero shows up for hire. I casted the crap out
of this spell, just a mana drain spell that does nothing.

Two or three are useful, the rest seem like crap spells.
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A really challenging game.. quot; Art ". A fun game, by a great studio

its one of those easy to learn hard to master, being rogue-ish and having randomized characters makes for some interestings
outcomes.. WOW, when is the next part out, These movie volumetric video's, need to be supported, the future of movies is
astonishing. I can't wait till they produce full blockbuster movies in these formats. The immersion level is something else. Loved
it, can't wait for more.. Only played 30 min but it's great! (Even though I backed it on kickstarter for $4.40 USD, converted to
about 6$ CAD and now its $4.40 CAD on Steam...but Hey! It was for pizza!)

Great design, good humour, not too easy (maybe I should try the controller) my two hands do not cooperate together lol

'cant wait to buy the naked code.. server is dead, find russian server to play it
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